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I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this meeting of the Cellular, Tissue, and Gene Therapy Advisory Committee
(“the Committee”) is to discuss potential future clinical trials of mitochondrial manipulation
technologies to prevent transmission of mitochondrial disease from affected women to their
children and for the treatment of female infertility.
Many forms of assisted reproductive technology (ART) are currently available and are frequently
used by specialists as part of clinical practice. For the purposes of this document, the term
“mitochondrial manipulation technologies” refers specifically to those assisted reproductive
technology methods under development that are intended to modify the mitochondrial population
of an oocyte or embryo. Several specific mitochondrial manipulation technologies have been
proposed to prevent the transmission of mitochondrial disease or to treat female infertility. This
meeting is intended to discuss issues in the nonclinical and clinical development of the field, and
not the development of any specific mitochondrial manipulation technology.
In 2002, a public FDA Advisory Committee meeting was held to discuss ooplasm transfer as a
method to treat female infertility. At that time, the Committee identified two significant safety
issues that could not be adequately addressed by existing animal and in vitro data: 1) the
inadvertent transfer of cellular constituents, such as chromosomes, and 2) the possibility that
ooplasm transfer might enhance the survival of certain embryos, increasing the likelihood of
children born with significant birth defects 1.
The Committee is being asked to consider new technologies that have become available as well
as additional scientific data related to these new technologies. This discussion, which is public
and invites public comment, provides transparency for FDA’s deliberative processes in
approaching the relevant scientific and regulatory issues. FDA recognizes that there are ethical
and social policy issues related to genetic modification of eggs and embryos, and that these
issues have the potential to affect regulatory decisions; however, such issues are outside the
scope of this meeting.
Instead, the Committee is asked to consider scientific, technologic, and clinical issues that would
be relevant to future applications in this field. Specific topics for Committee discussion include:
1) the animal and in vitro studies that would be necessary to support the safety and prospect of
benefit of mitochondrial manipulation technologies prior to initiation of clinical trials; 2) the
risks for the study participants and any children that result from such studies; 3) the design of
clinical trials to assess safety and efficacy; and 4) controls and assessments which may be
applied to manipulated oocytes and embryos to mitigate risks of mitochondrial manipulation
technologies.
4

To facilitate the Committee’s discussion of these specific topics, this briefing document provides
pertinent current scientific information on the biology of mitochondria, the unique genetic
inheritance of the mitochondrial genome, how mitochondria are distributed among tissues, a
brief overview of mitochondrial diseases, the role of mitochondria in oogenesis and early zygotic
development, and a discussion of the implications this may have in female infertility. The
document also provides an overview of several mitochondrial manipulation technologies and
identifies some potential safety concerns for consideration prior to any future clinical trials.
FDA recognizes that the task for this Committee is particularly challenging for several reasons.
These include the complexity of the science, the novelty of mitochondrial manipulation
technologies, and the absence of a specific regulatory application for consideration at this time.
However, the transition from animal and in vitro studies to human clinical trials would be a
crucial step in the development of mitochondrial manipulation technologies, and should be made
with thorough consideration of the potential risks and benefits for the study subjects and their
children. The Committee discussion will inform potential future regulatory deliberations and
actions, and thereby assist FDA in its mission to protect those subjects, and the resulting
children, of clinical trials of these technologies.
II.

MITOCHONDRIAL BIOLOGY

A.

Mitochondrial function and origin

Mitochondria are membrane-enclosed cytoplasmic organelles responsible for synthesis of ATP
by oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) for use in energy-requiring processes in the cell 2.
Mitochondrial morphology and content differ markedly between tissues, due to developmental
and environmental cues and metabolic demand. There are tissue- and organ-specific patterns of
fuel use and biosynthetic capability 3, which are manifest in the diversity of protein composition
of mitochondria from different sources 4.
Mitochondria have their own DNA, and contain their own transcriptional and protein synthetic
machinery. The human mitochondrial genome is small, approximately 16.6 kilobases, and
contains 37 genes. However, as each mitochondrion contains 2-10 copies of its circular genome,
and each cell contains a large number of mitochondria, an individual cell contains hundreds to
thousands of copies of the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) genome 5, 6. Of the 37 genes, thirteen
encode polypeptides, 22 encode transfer RNAs, and two encode ribosomal RNAs. All the
polypeptides are dedicated to oxidative phosphorylation. Each mitochondrion requires
approximately 1500 proteins for its function; most of these are encoded in the nuclear genome
and must be imported into the mitochondria. Mitochondrial DNA synthesis is not coupled to
nuclear DNA synthesis, and mtDNA has a much higher mutation rate than that of the nuclear
genome. The accumulation of mitochondrial mutations throughout an organism’s lifespan may
contribute to the aging process, cancer, and a number of metabolic diseases 7, 8. This
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accumulation also may contribute to the observed age-related fertility decline in women, which
will be further discussed below 9. In addition, stable pathogenic mutations in mitochondrial
DNA are associated with inherited mitochondrial diseases 2, 6 of varying severity. Mitochondrial
disease will be discussed in Section III of this document.
B.

Genetic variation within an individual’s mtDNA populations

When all the sequences of mtDNA within a cell (or tissue, or organism) are identical, this is
called homoplasmy. A specific haplotype (genetic variant of normal mtDNA) will accumulate
mutations because of the high mutation rate mentioned previously. Given the large number of
copies of mtDNA in an individual cell, the probability of sequence heterogeneity among
mtDNAs can therefore be substantial. Sequence variants arise and can co-exist in an individual
cell with their wild-type counterparts in various proportions, a condition known as heteroplasmy
10
. In contrast, heteroplasmy consisting of different normal haplotypes is not common, due to
inheritance patterns described below, and it is not clear what the consequences of such
heteroplasmy might be. However, when created experimentally in mouse models, it is associated
with abnormalities in pulmonary function, metabolism, and neurological defects 11, 12.
Heteroplasmy of normal and mutant mtDNA is an important factor in the presentation of
inherited mitochondrial disease. The severity of a given mitochondrial disease caused by a
mtDNA mutation in a specific individual will be influenced by the extent of heteroplasmy: the
proportion of normal and mutant mtDNA in that person’s cells.
C.

Mitochondrial inheritance

In mammals, mitochondria are inherited from the mother. The sperm mitochondria are actively
degraded by ubiquitination 13; thus, the mtDNA genotype (haplotype) is entirely maternal. If the
mother is homoplasmic for a single variant of mtDNA, all her oocytes inherit identical mtDNAs,
which then comprise the mitochondrial population in her children. However, when multiple
sequence variants exist, there is a possibility of unequal partitioning among oocytes, a
phenomenon known as the mitochondrial bottleneck 14, where a small number of founder
mtDNAs can be over-represented in the pool of mtDNAs of subsequent children 15, both
because some mitochondria may be transmitted preferentially and because of the small sample
size imposed by the bottleneck. Thus a heteroplasmic mother with low to medium amounts of
mutant mtDNA can give birth to children with significantly higher levels of mutant
mitochondria16.
The bottleneck effect is a major contributing factor to our inability to predict the transmission of
mitochondrial disease based on the clinical condition of the mother, as her children may inherit
mtDNA populations bearing more or less mutant DNA, compared to her mutant load. The
bottleneck effect also has ramifications for mitochondrial manipulation technologies that might
inadvertently introduce small amounts of different normal haplotypes or mutant mtDNA during
6

oocyte and embryo modification. This could lead to heteroplasmy, or for pathogenic
mitochondrial mutations, these mtDNAs could become overrepresented in the germline of any
female child even if they were insufficient to cause mitochondrial disease in the woman herself.
Testing the embryo prior to transfer, or the fetus in utero, for mitochondrial disease presents
special problems which will be discussed later in this document. Thus, proposals for clinical
studies using techniques to modify the mitochondrial population of oocytes or embryos will need
to take into consideration the potential for future generations to manifest mitochondrial disease.
Female children, but not male children, could transmit a mitochondrial disease to future
generations. The Committee may consider whether this difference in the risk to subsequent
generations should influence the clinical trial design, e.g., by incorporating gender selection of
embryos as a safety measure, by requiring multigenerational follow-up of any female child, or
any other precautions.
D.

Mitochondria in oocytes and early embryos

The mature human metaphase II oocyte contains hundreds of thousands of mitochondria.
Mitochondria in mature oocytes are viewed as structurally undeveloped, with a reduced capacity
for respiration 17, 18. However, the early embryo is dependent on these mitochondria for
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production 19. Mitochondria are not distributed uniformly
throughout the cytoplasm of mature oocytes, but aggregate around the pronucleus and spindle
area. They disperse after fertilization 20 21. Discrete subpopulations of mitochondria, with
detectable differences in membrane potential, are also observed subcortically in oocytes and
early embryos, suggesting that regional functional differences exist in the mitochondrial pool at
these stages 22, 23. These data speak to the importance of mitochondria in early embryogenesis,
and also to their non-random localization in the oocyte and embryo. Mitochondrial manipulation
technologies that propose to move the nuclear genome from one oocyte or embryo to another, or
augment the resident population of mitochondria in an oocyte, may disturb this organization and
adversely affect the oocyte.
E.

Tissue distribution of mitochondria

Replication of mtDNA does not resume until after fertilization in humans, most likely around
implantation 23, 24. The mitochondria in the oocyte are therefore partitioned into cells of the
blastocyst, and only a few cells of the blastocyst inner cell mass contribute to the embryo itself.
This provides an additional opportunity for segregation of mitochondrial variants. In addition,
tissue-specific segregation of mtDNA variants is observed postnatally. This segregation is in
some cases random, based on mtDNA copy number 25, 26, but allele-specific nonrandom
segregation has been observed in humans and in mouse models 27, 28. This non-random tissue
distribution, along with issues related to heteroplasmy and bottleneck phenomena, discussed
above, make the presentation of mitochondrial disease caused by mtDNA mutations highly
unpredictable, even among individuals carrying the same mtDNA mutations. Some of this non7

random distribution is allele-specific. Therefore, the risks of mitochondrial manipulation
technologies may be more predictable for some mtDNA mutations than for other mutations. The
Committee might consider whether specific mutations associated with random or non-random
tissue distribution are more appropriate for first-in-human (FIH) studies.
F.

Summary of mitochondrial biology

The mitochondrial manipulation technologies to be discussed at this meeting propose to change
the normal distribution and inheritance of mitochondria. The varied roles of mitochondria, their
unusual patterns of inheritance, and their non-random tissue distribution may all need to be
considered when evaluating the safety issues posed by any of these methods.
The potential for mitochondrial DNA variants to contribute to a tissue beyond what is predicted
by their initial prevalence, particularly in the female germline, is a particular concern, as are the
unknown consequences of heteroplasmy in humans. In addition, the oocyte has a specific
mitochondrial organization, which may be connected to function, and may be disrupted by
manipulation. The effect of such disruption on further development is incompletely understood.
We are asking the Committee to consider this scientific background as it relates to the safety
issues outlined in Section VII of this document. As part of the discussion, the Committee might
consider to what extent nonclinical studies can adequately assess these issues prior to FIH trials.
III.

INHERITED MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE

A.

Etiology and pathophysiology

Inherited mitochondrial diseases comprise a diverse group of disorders that result from
mutations, inherited or spontaneous, in either mtDNA or nuclear DNA. Consistent with the
focus of this meeting, this section of the document discusses only mitochondrial diseases caused
by mutations in mtDNA.
More than 300 pathogenic mtDNA mutations have been identified. These cause a wide range of
mitochondrial diseases; all are inherited maternally. Many of these diseases are serious, even
life-threatening. Mitochondrial diseases can present at any age, from neonatal to adulthood. The
clinical manifestations are heterogeneous, ranging from lesions within a single tissue or
anatomical structure, such as the optic nerve in Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON), to
complex multisystem disorders --- for example, involvement of skeletal muscle, heart, and optic
nerve in Kearns-Sayre syndrome. For many of these disorders, adult patients commonly present
with myopathy, accompanied by diverse symptoms and signs of central nervous system (CNS)
involvement, such as ataxia and seizures. Pediatric patients frequently present with delay in
psychomotor development, generalized hypotonia, lactic acidosis, and signs of cardiorespiratory
failure.
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Homoplasmic mtDNA mutations in women are transmitted to all children. The transmission of
heteroplasmic mtDNA mutations is more complex due to several factors, such as the
mitochondrial bottleneck discussed in the previous section, which can cause a variable amount of
mutated mtDNA to be transmitted to each child 29.
Mitochondrial diseases are rare, and the prevalence varies among different diseases. For the
majority of mtDNA diseases, the exact prevalence is difficult to estimate with precision because
of the clinical heterogeneity and number of disease-causing mutations. The design of clinical
trials may be limited by the rarity of these disorders, and particularly by the rarity of any specific
mutation. In clinical trials for prevention of transmission of mitochondrial disease, the
Committee should consider that eligibility criteria could limit enrollment to women with specific
mitochondrial mutations, clinical manifestations, disease severity, extent of heteroplasmy, and
other factors. Such eligibility criteria would determine the size of the study population, and thus
may influence the feasibility of any proposed clinical trial.
B.

Natural history

The natural history of mitochondrial diseases varies with the specific mutation and mutation load
. At the present time, there are no established precise correlations between mtDNA genotypes
and clinical manifestations. Some of the causes of clinical variability can be explained in part at
the molecular level by several factors, which have been discussed in Section II of this document.
Therefore, maternal genotype and clinical characteristics do not reliably predict the severity and
course of disease in the children. This lack of predictability has implications for selection of
subjects for a clinical trial designed to study the safety and efficacy of a given mitochondrial
manipulation technology.
30

C.

Diagnosis

For patients who present with typical characteristics of a specific mitochondrial disease, the
diagnosis can be made clinically and confirmed by molecular genetic testing of mtDNA
extracted from a blood sample. For many other patients, a more detailed, structured approach is
needed. Depending on the disease, this approach may include family history, blood and/or
cerebrospinal fluid lactate concentration, neuroimaging, cardiac evaluation, muscle biopsy for
histologic or histochemical evidence of mitochondrial disease, and molecular genetic testing for
a mtDNA mutation.
Some commercial laboratories even provide whole mitochondrial genome analysis. However,
even with the evolution of molecular genetic diagnostic testing for mitochondrial disease,
diagnostic challenges remain. The ability to accurately identify specific mitochondrial mutations
may be critical in the design of clinical trials in mitochondrial disorders. For example, such
information may be useful to identify the mitochondrial mutations that would make a woman
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eligible for these novel mitochondrial manipulation technologies, to screen potential oocyte
donors, and to monitor for mitochondrial mutations in the embryos and children.
D.

Treatments

There are no FDA-approved treatments for mitochondrial disease. Current treatment options are
largely supportive. As examples, visual aids and occupational rehabilitation are provided to
patients with LHON; conventional anticonvulsant therapy to control seizures and physical
therapy to help impaired motor function are used in patients with myoclonic epilepsy with
ragged red fibers (MERRF). Many experimental interventions have been tested, with limited
success. Approaches have included modulation of respiratory chain function (e.g.,
supplementation with carnitine), removal of noxious metabolites (e.g., lactate), treatment of
symptoms (e.g., seizures), and exercise 31 .
E.

Genetic testing to prevent transmission of mitochondrial disease

Currently, the only methods to prevent transmission of mitochondrial disease to the children of
affected mothers are preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) and prenatal testing in utero to test
embryos created by in vitro fertilization. However, these methods are applicable only to some
women who have mitochondrial disease due to certain known mtDNA mutations, and in whom
the proportion of mutant to normal mtDNA is low (low level of heteroplasmic mtDNA
mutation). The discriminatory power of PDG is constrained both by inherent limits in nucleic
acid detection levels for heteroplasmic mtDNA mutations, and potential sampling errors due to
the variation in mtDNA haplotypes among blastomeres. Therefore, PGD requires sampling of
multiple blastomeres. In addition, individuals can tolerate mutant loads differently; therefore, the
information acquired by PGD does not permit a clear prognosis. Prenatal diagnosis by chorionic
villus sampling or amniocentesis is also used to screen for transmission of mitochondrial disease.
However, both methods test a very small proportion of fetal cells, so sampling errors can occur
with these methods as well. Repeat testing often is required for confirmation 32, 33.
IV.

INFERTILITY

Infertility is defined by the failure to achieve a successful pregnancy after 12 months or more of
“appropriate, timed unprotected intercourse or therapeutic donor insemination” 34.
A.

Prevalence and causes

Age is a significant factor in fertility: According to the US Center for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), approximately one-third of couples in which the woman is over 35 years old
have fertility problems. Female risk factors or causes for infertility, other than age, include
ovarian and hypothalamic-pituitary dysfunction, inadequate tubal patency, physical
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characteristics of the uterus, pelvic adhesions, endometriosis, and other intra-pelvic and systemic
conditions and diseases.
B.

Mitochondria and female infertility

The quality and quantity of mitochondria in the oocyte might contribute to the developmental
competence of the embryo, and mitochondrial factors might be linked to infertility and
reproductive aging. However, there is no consensus on the extent that female infertility can be
attributed to oocyte and embryo mitochondrial insufficiency. Some studies suggest that
reproductive mitochondrial insufficiency may be part of a systemic mitochondrial defect 35.
Studies have assessed the amount of mtDNA necessary to undergo normal development. Wai
and colleagues found a clear threshold of > 40,000-50,000 mitochondria for normal
post-implantation embryonic development 36. In humans, the amount of mtDNA in mature
oocytes has been measured and reported to correlate with fertilizability of human oocytes.
However, wide variation is seen, and there is disagreement as to whether the amount of mtDNA
is lower solely in women with ovarian insufficiency, or in infertile women in general 37-39.
Studies point to the importance of mitochondria in early mammalian development, but do not
agree on the necessary threshold content of mtDNA. Neither is there agreement that
mitochondrial function is generally compromised in the reproductive system due to advanced
age, rather than as the result of other underlying conditions that impact fertility 23. The
Committee might consider whether there are any types of assessments of mitochondrial number
or function could be useful in screening subjects for enrollment into clinical trials in infertility.
V.
MITOCHONDRIAL MANIPULATION TECHNOLOGIES TO PREVENT
TRANSMISSION OF MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE OR TREAT INFERTILITY
A brief background on mitochondrial biology and mitochondrial disease has been provided in
previous sections of this document. This section, and Sections VI and VII of this document,
describe the current state of science for some of the mitochondrial manipulation technologies
proposed to prevent transmission of mitochondrial disease or for the treatment of female
infertility 5, 15, 40, 41.
As current treatment options for mitochondrial disease are limited, research efforts have focused
on preventing transmission of the disease from an affected woman to her children. Various
mitochondrial manipulation technologies to augment or replace mutant mtDNA in oocytes or
early embryos have been proposed 5, 15, 40, 41. Since abnormal mitochondria in the oocyte could
be related to infertility, these methods might also improve in vitro fertilization (IVF) outcomes
for infertile women. Some examples of these mitochondrial manipulation technologies are
briefly described below.
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Pronuclear transfer and spindle transfer are two methods that have been proposed to potentially
completely replace mutant mitochondria. Pronuclear transfer (PNT) is the transfer of the male
and female pronuclei from a fertilized oocyte (zygote) into a stage-matched enucleated donor
zygote, followed by IVF. Metaphase spindle transfer (S/T) is the transfer of female nuclear
genetic material from an oocyte into an enucleated donor oocyte, containing normal
mitochondria, followed by IVF. Such methods could produce an embryo containing the nuclear
DNA from a woman affected with mitochondrial disease, male nuclear DNA, and normal
mtDNA from a donor.
Alternatively, the mitochondrial population of an oocyte could be augmented by cytoplasmic
transfer/mitochondrial transfer. Cytoplasmic transfer, also called ooplasm transfer, is conducted
by injection of a small amount (5-15%) of cytoplasm from a donor oocyte into a recipient oocyte
prior to IVF. The injected material includes proteins, RNAs, small molecules, and mitochondria.
This method would require transfer of a large number of mitochondria in order to prevent
transmission of mitochondrial disease. Therefore, cytoplasmic transfer may not be practical to
prevent transmission of mitochondrial disease 42. However, augmentation of oocytes with
ooplasm or purified mitochondria prior to IVF has been suggested as a treatment for infertility.
VI.
SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS RELEVANT TO THE FEASIBILITY AND
PROSPECT OF BENEFIT OF VARIOUS MITOCHONDRIAL MANIPULATION
TECHNOLOGIES
Development of specific therapeutic products for a particular clinical indication often involves a
stepwise approach, with nonclinical “proof-of-concept” (POC) studies (in vitro and animal)
performed prior to the conduct of formal safety studies in animals, followed by clinical trials.
The principal goal of POC studies is to generate data supporting the feasibility and potential
effectiveness of the product or study procedures in a specific indication. Such POC studies also
provide some data regarding potential safety of the product or study procedures.
Some of the scientific investigations described in this section of the document might not have
been primarily designed to provide POC data to support the development of the various
mitochondrial manipulation technologies to prevent transmission of mitochondrial disease or to
treat female infertility. However, these investigations provide data that may be relevant to such
development, and therefore may be useful to inform the Committee deliberations.
A.

PNT and S/T

The feasibility of PNT 43 and S/T methods 44 was tested in mice using different strains. The data
show that both methods are compatible with normal embryo development and resulted in the
birth of healthy offspring. Furthermore, PNT in a mouse model of mitochondrial disease
prevented transmission of mutant mtDNA and prevented respiratory defects in the offspring 45.
Recently, Tachibana and colleagues transplanted the metaphase II (MII) spindle between
12

unfertilized oocytes from two genetically distant subspecies of rhesus monkeys, resulting in four
live-born rhesus monkeys from three pregnant females 46.
The feasibility of these methods was also tested in human oocytes or embryos in vitro. PNT was
carried out in abnormally fertilized human embryos, which were then allowed to develop further.
Some embryos reached the blastocyst stage 47. Two separate groups have carried out S/T with
human oocytes in vitro. These manipulated oocytes were fertilized 48 or activated
parthenogenetically 49, and some formed normal blastocysts.
These studies provide preliminary evidence that PNT and S/T methods may be feasible.
However, these data cannot be seen as traditional POC studies. With the exception of the
aforementioned mouse study conducted by Sato et al45., the investigations have not used oocytes
or embryos containing abnormal mitochondria. Instead, researchers have performed these
methods using different animal strains or species, containing different wild-type mtDNA
haplogroups, so that the efficiency of replacement of mtDNA could be assessed based on
mtDNA sequence differences. Because most of these studies were not done with models of
mitochondrial disease or infertility, it is not clear whether these data provide any support for the
potential effectiveness of these methods in humans, for either prevention of transmission of
mitochondrial diseases or treatment of female infertility.
B.

Cytoplasmic transfer/Mitochondrial transfer

Cytoplasmic transfer was introduced into clinical practice in the late 1990’s for patients with
recurrent implantation failure attributable to poor embryo development, leading to the births
of over two dozen children. Among them, there were two instances of Turner’s syndrome, a
karyotypic abnormality (45X0), and one diagnosis of pervasive developmental disorder, a
classification that includes autism. However, the sample size was too small to draw any
reliable conclusions concerning the relationship of the cytoplasmic transfer method to the
occurrence of disorders in the children 50. In addition, it is not clear whether the cytoplasmic
transfer had any real beneficial effect on the pregnancy outcomes. Since cytoplasmic
transfer was conducted in humans prior to more comprehensive animal studies, there has
been continued interest in evaluating the effect of purified mitochondria on improving IVF
outcomes, with the ultimate goal to treat female infertility.
C.

Augmentation of mitochondrial number in oocytes and embryos

Mitochondria have been isolated, purified, and transferred to mouse and human oocytes 51
without damage to their ability to produce ATP. When purified mitochondria from maternally
related oocytes were added to pig oocytes, fertilization rates increased. These rates were
positively correlated to increased numbers of mitochondria 52. Addition of mitochondria from
autologous granulosa cells improved blastocyst formation rate and the morphology of bovine
embryos that had been fertilized by intra-cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) or activated
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parthenogenetically 53. In another experiment, autologous mitochondria isolated from
hepatocytes were transferred into mouse zygotes from young or older (>20 weeks of age) mice.
In both groups of mice, the addition of mitochondria resulted in greater numbers of normal
blastocysts compared to equivalent-aged zygotes that did not receive mitochondria, suggesting
that mitochondrial transfer improved embryonic development 54. However, although there is
some evidence that mitochondrial transfer may have a beneficial effect on early embryo
development, the effects of mitochondrial transfer on later embryo growth and the birth of
healthy offspring have not been investigated.
An autologous source of mitochondria has been used in several of the reported studies in order to
alleviate the concern of heteroplasmy; this issue will be discussed more in Section VII of this
document. However, since mitochondria display tissue-specific differences in morphology and
proteome 4, and autologous somatic cells may have accumulated age-related mtDNA damage, an
autologous somatic source may not be appropriate. Use of a stem cell population might address
this concern. An oogonial stem cell population was recently identified in mouse and human
ovaries, and these cells might provide an autologous source of mitochondria that could be used to
modify oocytes to improve IVF outcomes 55-57. However, there is disagreement as to the
existence of these cells 58-61. In addition, the effect of mitochondrial transfer derived from these
oogonial stem cells on embryo growth and live birth in animals has not been reported. Given the
uncertainty about the nature of these cells, it is not clear whether they would be an appropriate
source of mitochondria for augmentation of an oocyte mitochondrial population.
There is no published consensus on the quantity of mitochondria that would be necessary to
improve developmental outcomes. In addition, while the above studies were conducted in
various animal species, none of them can recapitulate female infertility, and there is no
consensus as to whether female infertility can be attributed to oocyte mitochondrial
insufficiency. Therefore, careful consideration should be given to animal models that can
provide insight into any potential beneficial effect of mitochondrial transfer on female infertility.
Limited human data on autologous mitochondrial transfer exist. In a clinical study carried out in
Taiwan in women with a history of failed in vitro fertilization, poor embryo viability, recurrent
implantation failure, prolonged unexplained infertility, and/or advanced age (over 38 years old),
mitochondria from autologous cumulus granulosa cells were transferred into oocytes. An
abstract reported that pregnancy rates were improved, spontaneous abortion rates were reduced,
and the blastocyst morphology was better. Twenty live births were reported from this study, but
no follow-up assessment has been published 62 .
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VII. SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR MITOCHONDRIAL MANIPULATION
TECHNOLOGIES FOR BOTH MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE AND INFERTILITY
The full spectrum of risks associated with oocyte/embryo manipulation in preventing
transmission of mitochondrial diseases or for treatment of female infertility has yet to be
identified. Some identified safety concerns are: 1) establishing criteria to qualify source and
recipient cells, to evaluate successful nuclear or mitochondrial transfer, and qualify manipulated
embryos prior to uterine transfer, which might include genetic tests; 2) the potential for
inadvertent damage to the manipulated oocyte or embryo; 3) carryover of mutant mtDNA from
the affected oocyte or zygote to the children, or any other cause of heteroplasmy; 4) nuclearmitochondrial incompatibility and possible epigenetic modification of nuclear DNA; and 5)
qualification of the reagents used to carry out these mitochondrial manipulation technologies 33,
47, 63
. Other risks may depend on the specific mitochondrial manipulation technology. This
section of the document describes some of the key safety issues that have been identified.
Although this section is presented as a discussion of safety considerations, many of the issues
described in this section also relate to the prospect of benefit of these mitochondrial manipulation
technologies in preventing the transmission of mitochondrial disease, or in the treatment of
infertility.
A.
Establishment of criteria to select oocytes and embryos before and after manipulation,
and assess the quality of the transferred material
These mitochondrial manipulation technologies will require careful selection of the oocytes and
embryos to be manipulated. For PNT and S/T, a first consideration will be the selection criteria
for oocytes from which the nuclear material will be removed. The Committee is asked to
consider what parameters might identify oocytes and embryos most likely to result in a healthy
live birth as an outcome. The same concern applies for the oocytes and embryos that will serve
as mitochondrial donors or recipients of nuclear DNA. Data from cytoplast fusion experiments in
cows suggest that certain mtDNA haplotypes are more compatible with a given nuclear genome
than others 64. Therefore, consideration should be given as to whether there is an optimal genetic
distance (degree of relatedness) between donor and recipient for these methods.
In addition, all these mitochondrial manipulation technologies require multistep procedures in
which manipulations are carried out and intermediate states of the manipulated oocyte or embryo
are produced during the process. To use these technologies in a clinical trial, consistent criteria
for the success of these steps must be established.
Regarding the transfer of mitochondria to improve oocyte quality, the Committee is asked to
consider what methods (e.g., tests of mtDNA integrity) will be useful to identify and purify the
cell which will be the source of the mitochondria. Mitochondrial copy number is controlled in
cells, and elevated mtDNA copy number has been associated with detrimental effects 65. The
15

Committee is also asked to consider the methods to determine the optimal number of
mitochondria for transfer, and the methods to measure the success of mitochondrial transfer.
Finally, methods such as genetic tests (e.g., PGD) might be useful to select embryos for
implantation. The Committee is asked to consider what genetic tests, if any, might be
informative and reduce the risks of mitochondrial manipulation technologies.
B.

Potential for inadvertent damage to the manipulated oocyte/embryo

The mammalian oocyte and early embryo have a polar architecture susceptible to disruption 66,
67
; this architecture includes the location of the various populations of mitochondria 20, 22, 23. The
published descriptions of PNT and S/T all cite significant numbers of eggs that fail to fertilize
and embryos that develop abnormally 47-49. The number of normal blastocysts acceptable for
transfer must therefore be sufficiently high to provide a reasonable expectation of producing
viable offspring. Women with mitochondrial disease or infertility may not have sufficient
ovarian reserve to provide large numbers of oocytes for manipulation, and comorbidities may
preclude repeated ovarian stimulations. In addition, temperature shifts used during the
mitochondrial manipulation technology procedures, as well as the reagents used (discussed
below), may cause damage to the oocyte. Of particular concern is damage that might not
manifest as failure to fertilize or implant, but would lead to unsuccessful pregnancies or safety
concerns for the children produced by these mitochondrial manipulation technologies.
C.

Carryover of donor mtDNA to the children and heteroplasmy issues

S/T and PNT involve fusion of a recipient oocyte or early embryo to a karyoplast containing the
nuclear material surrounded by a small amount of cytoplasm. This cytoplasm may contain
mitochondria, resulting in the transmission of mutant mtDNA from an affected woman to the
recipient cell. In a mouse model of mitochondrial disease in which nuclei were transplanted from
a mtDNA mutant to a non-mutant mouse strain, Sato and colleagues found that the average
amount of mtDNA carryover that could be measured was 2% in nuclear-transplanted zygotes,
11% in mice that were 20-30 days old, and 12% over the next 300 days of life 45. This pattern
indicates significant potential for an increase of mutated mtDNA during offspring development.
mtDNA carryover was analyzed after PNT in human embryos. Initial carryover levels were 8.1
±7.6%. However, when a modified PNT technique was used, the average mtDNA carryover was
less than 2%, as determined by a last hot cycle PCR RFLP assay 47. Tachibana and colleagues,
carrying out S/T in primate oocytes, reported that carryover of mtDNA was undetectable in the
monkey offspring using an assay whose sensitivity to detect mtDNA heteroplasmy levels was
>3% 46. In another study using human oocytes, these researchers employed the more sensitive
ARMS-qPCR assay 68 and showed that the mean mtDNA carryover in human S/T embryos was
below 1%. In addition, this group reported only small changes, both up and down, in mtDNA
carryover in blood and skin samples out to three years in the four monkey S/T offspring 48. In
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another report on S/T in human oocytes, heteroplasmy was detected initially at levels below 1%
by both last hot cycle PCR RFLP and ARMS-qPCR assays, decreased in blastocysts and stem
cell lines to 0.31 ±0.27%, and was undetectable after passaging for more than one year 49.
The level of carryover of mtDNA was further compared in the somatic tissues and germlines of
monkey S/T fetuses 69. The fetuses from these embryos had low or undetectable donor mtDNA
in somatic tissue. However, two oocytes isolated from the ovaries of these fetuses had 16.2 and
14.1% of carryover of mtDNA, suggesting that the donor mtDNA carried over from the S/T
procedure had been somehow magnified in the germline.
These studies of S/T or PNT reported amounts of carryover of mtDNA in the embryos and
offspring that were below the level of abnormal mtDNA in an embryo that may be accepted for
transfer following PGD. However, these data are limited, and the possibility of carryover of
even minute amounts of mutated mtDNA to an offspring remains a concern, due to observed
tissue-specific inheritance. As discussed previously, increases in the amount of carryover of
mtDNA in the female germline, due to bottleneck magnification, may pose a risk for female
children derived from these mitochondrial manipulation technologies to transmit mitochondrial
disease to their children. In addition, data on the level of carryover of mtDNA in the majority of
these studies relied on mtDNA sequence differences between two different wild-type mtDNA
haplogroups; the segregation pattern for pathogenic mutated mtDNA could be different 69.
Heteroplasmy has been raised as a concern with donor cytoplasmic transfer/mitochondrial
transfer. Several of the children born from cytoplasmic transfer were examined for postnatal persistence of the donor mtDNA genotype, and three cases were reported where
amounts of donor mtDNA exceeded amounts expected from the initial transfer, indicating
that donor mitochondria had expanded in number relative to the recipient mitochondrial
population 50, 70. Thus, these children had persistent heteroplasmy of two genotypes of
wild-type mtDNA. Further follow-up of these children has not been reported 50. The longterm health consequences of such neutral heteroplasmy are not understood, although recent
data from mice suggest an association with abnormalities in pulmonary function,
metabolism, and neurological status 11, 12.
In the situation of autologous mitochondrial transfer to improve oocyte quality for infertility, one
issue is whether all autologous mtDNA will be genetically identical. Both segregation of
mtDNA variants due to bottleneck mechanisms, and age-related accumulation of mutations, may
need to be considered as a potential source of heteroplasmy, which could have adverse
consequences, even in an autologous setting.
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D.

Nuclear-mitochondrial incompatibility and possible epigenetic modification

With S/T or PNT, the mtDNA of the recipient oocyte or embryo may be derived from a
mitochondrial haplotype different from the nuclear donor. Therefore, the potential for nuclearmitochondrial incompatibility (or “mismatch”) exists with these mitochondrial manipulation
technologies. The mitochondrial proteins encoded by the nuclear genome must collaborate
efficiently with those encoded by the mtDNA, particularly for OXPHOS function71. Evidence is
accumulating that mitochondrial genotypes have differential effects which are dependent on the
nuclear genotype; these differential effects could impact both evolutionary fitness and lifespan72,
73
. Diverse nuclear/mitochondrial genome pairings have been created genetically and conditions
of “mismatch” have been associated with defects in physical performance and cognition74, 75.
Tachibana and coworkers 48 found that the overall health of three-year-old monkey S/T
offspring, generated by combining nuclear DNA and mtDNA from two genetically distant
subpopulations of rhesus monkeys, was comparable to age-matched controls. The authors also
confirmed that ATP levels and mitochondrial membrane potential in skin fibroblasts of these
four offspring were similar to those of normal controls. These data are encouraging, but very
small numbers of progeny have been assessed, and no tests of exercise performance or cognition
against age-matched controls were performed.
Mitochondria may have a role in global epigenetic modification of nuclear DNA76-78. Studies in
mice have shown conflicting outcomes with regard to epigenetic effects and with regard to the
growth of offspring. One study by Reik and colleagues79 reported aberrant methylation patterns
in nucleocytoplasmic hybrid mice after female PNT between DBA/2 and C57BL/6 mice. Adult
mice derived from these inter-strain transfers had impaired growth and decreased expression of
liver-specific proteins, while female PNTs within a strain showed no altered phenotype. This
was interpreted as an epigenetic interaction between the transferred pronucleus and the recipient
cytoplasm. A related study found that strain-specific methylation of transgenes occurred at
fertilization and persisted during fetal life 80. However, in another study 81, female PNT was
performed between DBA/2 and C57BL/6 mice, and no evidence of growth defects or epigenetic
abnormalities was observed, although abnormalities were observed when ooplasm was
transferred between the two strains. The authors attributed the notably different outcomes to the
embryo culture systems and the sources of the inbred mouse lines between their work and that of
Reik et al.79, 81. Data suggest that even conventional ARTs, such as IVF and ICSI, might impact
the epigenetics of early embryogenesis at some low level, resulting in birth defects 82-84.
The consequences of nuclear-mitochondrial incompatibility, or nuclear-cytoplasmic epigenetic
effects, as a result of these mitochondrial manipulation technologies are not fully understood.
Since many of the outcomes of epigenetic and other gene expression abnormalities do not
manifest until much later after birth, the risks to children born with nuclear-mitochondrial
incompatibility as a result of these procedures are unknown. These unknowns should be
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considered when selecting the appropriate patient population for human studies. Long-term
postnatal follow-up may be needed to address this concern.
E.

Reagents

PNT and S/T have employed a number of reagents not used in conventional ART 47-49. In
particular, cytochalasin B, a microfilament disruptor, and nocodozole, a microtubule disruptor,
are used during removal of nuclei, or to facilitate karyoplast fusion. These reagents can disturb
cellular architecture and disrupt chromosome segregation and cell division. In addition, all the
current techniques for PNT and S/T also use an extract of inactivated Sendai virus, to promote
cell fusion when isolated karyoplasts are reintroduced into an enucleated recipient oocyte or
zygote. The genomic RNA of Sendai virus has been completely inactivated in these reagents, as
confirmed by in vitro and in vivo assays, making the possibility of viral infection or proliferation
remote, but ancillary materials used in the preparation of this reagent may still be a concern 46.
The isolation of oogonial stem cells uses an antibody55, which also may harbor adventitious
agents or ancillary materials of concern. While all these reagents will be extensively diluted by
further processing steps prior to the transplantation of the manipulated embryo to a human
subject, the potential detrimental effects to the embryo and/or the child, and to the woman who
serves as the gestational carrier, as a result of residual levels of these reagents used in these
mitochondrial manipulation technologies are not known.
F.

Summary of safety considerations

In the context of the available animal models or other experimental systems for assessment of
mitochondrial manipulation technologies, the Committee is asked to discuss the specific
objectives and endpoints of animal and in vitro studies that would be necessary to support the
safety and prospect of benefit of mitochondrial manipulation technologies prior to first-inhuman (FIH) clinical trials in prevention of transmission of mitochondrial disease from an
affected woman to her children, and in treatment of infertility.
VIII. CLINICAL TRIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The discussion of clinical development of mitochondrial manipulation technologies for
prevention of transmission of mitochondrial disease from affected women to their children, and
for treatment of female infertility, will focus on the following topics: 1) the potential risks to the
women with either mitochondrial disease or infertility, and to children born as a result of use of
these techniques; and 2) the design of clinical trials to assess the safety and efficacy of these
mitochondrial manipulation technologies for the two clinical indications.
One of FDA’s primary objectives during drug development is to assure the safety of the study
subjects (21 CFR 312.22(a)). The risks of mitochondrial manipulation technologies to women
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with either mitochondrial disease or infertility, and to their children, remain unknown, as no
mitochondrial manipulation technology has been studied in human trials. Some of the potential
risks have been discussed in Section VII., “Safety Considerations for Mitochondrial
Manipulation Technologies.” Potential risks to the women could include: 1) failure to become
pregnant; 2) failure to deliver a child; 3) risks associated with the specific mitochondrial
manipulation technology procedure; and 4) toxicities of the reagents used in mitochondrial
manipulation technologies. Potential risks to their children could include: 1) mitochondrial
disease (particularly in women with mitochondrial disease), as a result of carryover of abnormal
mitochondria and heteroplasmy; 2) disorders due to nuclear-mitochondrial incompatibility; 3)
disorders related to aberrant epigenetic modifications; 4) birth defects and other disorders
associated with the specific mitochondrial manipulation technology procedure; and 5) toxicities
of reagents used in mitochondrial manipulation technologies. There may be additional risks that
are difficult to predict because of limitations in current knowledge.
For a woman affected with a mitochondrial disease, the potential benefit of mitochondrial
manipulation technologies is the opportunity to have a genetically related child who does not
inherit her mtDNA disease. For a woman with infertility, the potential benefit of mitochondrial
manipulation technologies is the opportunity to bear a genetically related child.
Available alternatives for women with either mitochondrial disease or infertility include use of
other women’s oocytes (donor oocytes), donor embryos for reproductive technologies that are
currently used in clinical practice, and adoption. For some women who have mitochondrial
disease due to known mtDNA mutations, potential alternative approaches to prevent
transmission of that disease to their children have been discussed in Section III, “Inherited
Mitochondrial Disease.” For women with infertility, alternative therapies are fertility
medications, intrauterine insemination, and conventional reproductive technologies that are
currently used in clinical practice. The success rates for these procedures, particularly in older
premenopausal women, are limited.
Clinical trials are essential to ensure successful translation of these mitochondrial manipulation
technologies to clinical practice. For trials designed to assess the safety and efficacy of
mitochondrial manipulation technologies, it is important to consider the following for each
indication:
1) appropriate enrollment criteria for women with mitochondrial diseases and for
women with infertility. For example, for mitochondrial diseases, enrollment criteria
might include a specific mutation, disease severity, and extent of heteroplasmy in the
affected woman.
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Mitochondrial manipulation technologies for the prevention of transmission of
mitochondrial disease have the risk that any children will have mitochondrial disease.
For any female children, that risk may be amplified in subsequent generations. FIH
studies could limit these risks by selecting only male embryos for transfer in
mitochondrial manipulation technologies to prevent transmission of mitochondrial
disease.
For female infertility, because there is no consensus on the extent that infertility can
be attributed to oocyte mitochondrial insufficiency, and because of the uncertainty
whether a woman’s infertility is associated with the quality and quantity of oocyte
mitochondria, enrollment criteria might include exclusion of known causes of the
infertility (male and female) other than age, as well as failure of available alternative
therapies.
2) the need for, and choice of, a control group for each of these indications. For
example, for female infertility, inclusion of concurrent controls might be necessary to
demonstrate that these mitochondrial manipulation technologies could be safe and
effective in treating some women with infertility.
3) safety monitoring for the women and their children. For example, to protect study
subjects in these trials, specific protocols might be necessary to monitor maternal,
fetal, and child safety.
4) long-term follow-up of the children. For example, to ensure ethical conduct of longterm follow-up, criteria and appropriate language for informed consent and assent
will have to be established prior to enrollment. The informed consent documents
would have to explain the uncertainties of outcomes of these mitochondrial
manipulation technologies, and describe all alternative available therapies as well.
5) measurements of efficacy for each indication. For female infertility, the percentage
of reproductive technology cycles currently in clinical practice that result in live
births might be considered as one efficacy endpoint. For mitochondrial diseases,
clinical, biochemical, and molecular genetic analyses could be used for efficacy
endpoints, both to measure clinical benefit and to help understand the molecular and
biochemical mechanisms underlying any beneficial clinical activity.

The complex biology, including such issues as heteroplasmy and the reproductive mitochondrial
bottleneck, and diverse clinical manifestations of mitochondrial disorders present challenges for
the clinical development of mitochondrial manipulation technologies for the prevention of
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transmission of mitochondrial disorders from affected women to their children, and for the
treatment of infertility. As with any novel intervention, the risks cannot be fully defined prior to
clinical experience, but the proposed mitochondrial manipulation technologies have risks that
may be carried through multiple generations. This Committee is asked to consider the available
data and assess the risks and potential benefits to the mother and children. In addition, the
Committee is asked to make recommendations regarding appropriate trial design, including
judicious eligibility criteria, safety monitoring, and long-term follow-up, which may serve to
mitigate the risks.
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IX.

DRAFT DISCUSSION TOPICS

Discussion Topic 1
The goal of mitochondrial manipulation technologies is the prevention of transmission of
mitochondrial disease from an affected woman to her children or the treatment of infertility.
Prior to human clinical investigations, animal and in vitro studies provide the primary data upon
which safety assessment is made. In the context of the available animal models or other
experimental systems for mitochondrial manipulation technologies, please consider the specific
objectives of studies that would be necessary to support the safety and prospect of benefit of
mitochondrial manipulation technologies prior to first-in-human clinical trials. Please discuss the
ability of available animal models and/or in vitro methods to address the following:
a. The possibility of inadvertent damage to the manipulated oocyte or embryo.
b. The long-term risks associated with the carryover of abnormal mtDNA and heteroplasmy
in the children.
c. The potential for abnormal embryo/fetal growth, resulting in children with significant
defects.

Discussion Topic 2
Please discuss the potential risks of mitochondrial manipulation technologies to the women with
either mitochondrial disease or infertility, and to the resulting children.

Discussion Topic 3
Please discuss the following elements of the design of first-in-human trials to assess the safety
and efficacy of mitochondrial manipulation technologies to prevent mitochondrial diseases in
children of affected women, and to treat female infertility:
a. Major enrollment criteria. For example, for trials to prevent transmission of mitochondrial
diseases, eligibility criteria might limit enrollment to women with specific mtDNA
mutations, clinical manifestations, disease severity, extent of heteroplasmy, or other
factors. Selection of only male embryos for transfer might be an option to minimize the
risk of transmitting mitochondrial disease to subsequent generations.
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For trials to treat infertility, some types of assessments of mitochondrial number or
function might be useful in screening women with infertility for enrollment.
b. The controls (comparators), either concurrent or historical, that should be included in trials
to provide evidence of safety and efficacy.
c. Procedures to monitor safety and efficacy during fetal development, in the perinatal
period, during early childhood, and thereafter. In addition, for trials to prevent
mitochondrial diseases, female children, but not male children, could transmit a
mitochondrial disease to future generations; safety monitoring could be extended to
subsequent generations of female children.
d. Any measures (including, but not limited to, assent or informed consent of the children)
that might be necessary for the ethical conduct of long-term follow-up of the children, and
subsequent generations of any female children.
e. Measurements of efficacy.
Discussion Topic 4
Adequate manufacturing controls and monitoring of processes are essential to protect the safety
of subjects and to minimize the risks for any children that might result from clinical trials using
mitochondrial manipulation technologies. Noting that the specific controls might differ for each
process, please discuss controls for and/or methods for assessing the following:
a. The source and characteristics of the mitochondria or other subcellular materials.
Examples might include tests of mtDNA or spindle integrity, quantitation of
mitochondria for transfer, and methods to measure the success of nuclear genome or
mitochondrial transfer.
b. The source of the oocytes or other cells.
c. The reagents used in mitochondrial manipulation technologies (e.g., colchicine; Sendai
virus extract).
d. The method(s) for qualifying manipulated embryos prior to transfer, including any

genetic tests.
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X.

GLOSSARY

aneuploidy – an abnormal number of chromosomes within a cell; a type of chromosome
abnormality
assisted reproductive technology (ART) – human fertility treatments in which both sperm and
eggs are handled outside the body. ART includes in vitro fertilization.
autologous – cells or tissues obtained from the same individual
blastocyst – structure formed during vertebrate gestation, prior to uterine implantation. The
blastocyst possesses an inner cell mass (ICM), which forms the embryo, and an outer layer of
cells, or trophoblast, which forms the placental tissue.
blastomere – a cell produced by cell division of an early embryo
carryover – for the purpose of this document, carryover means for mitochondria to be transferred
with the nuclear genetic material in a spindle transfer or pronuclear transfer procedure.
chorionic villus sampling – a form of prenatal testing that samples the chorionic villus tissue of
the placenta for genetic abnormalities. Chorionic villus sampling is done at 10-12 weeks
gestation.
cumulus granulosa – somatic cells that surround an oocyte in the preovulatory follicle
cytoplast – a small, membrane-bound portion of cellular material. For the purpose of this
document, the cytoplast is the vehicle in which mitochondria are moved between cells.
DNA polymerase – the enzyme that synthesizes DNA
electrofusion – a method using small pulses of electricity to fuse two cells or a cell and a
cytoplast
endometriosis – a gynecological condition in which cells from the lining of the uterus
(endometrium) appear and flourish outside the uterine cavity, most commonly on the membrane
which lines the abdominal cavity, the peritoneum.
enucleate – to remove the nucleus from a cell
epigenetic modifications – modifications of DNA that do not involve changes to nucleotide
sequence, such as methylation of the DNA bases, or modification to the proteins (chromatin) that
cover the DNA. Epigenetic modifications affect the gene expression of the DNA molecule and
can be heritable.
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germline – the sperm or sperm precursor cells for the male, and the oocytes or oocyte precursor
cells for the female. The germline is set aside from the rest of the fetus early in embryonic
development.
haplogroup – a group of similar haplotypes that share a common ancestor having the same single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) in all haplotypes
heteroplasmy – to have genetically non-identical mtDNA
homoplasmy – to have genetically identical mtDNA
hypotonia – decreased tone of skeletal muscle
ICSI (intracytoplasmic sperm injection) – an ART method, developed to treat male infertility, in
which a single sperm is directly injected into an unfertilized egg to fertilize it.
inner cell mass – the portion of a blastocyst (see above) that is destined to become the fetus
IVF (in vitro fertilization) – combining sperm and eggs outside the body to achieve fertilization
karyoplast – a cytoplast (see above) that contains DNA
karyotype – the number and visual appearance of chromosomes
meiosis – the reductive cell division necessary to create haploid cells in preparation for sexual
reproduction in eukaryotes
metaphase II – a stage of meiosis II when the chromosomes are arranged on the metaphase plate,
a protein structure, and the nuclear membrane has broken down
metaphase plate – the proteinaceous spindle that facilitates chromosome separation during
meiosis
oocyte – unfertilized egg
oogonial – coming from the ovary
oogenesis – the process by which oocytes are created in the ovary
ooplasm – cytoplasm of an unfertilized egg or oocyte
oxidative phosphorylation – metabolic pathway within mitochondria wherein nutrients are
oxidized to create chemical energy in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
parthenogenetically – to activate an oocyte without using sperm, using chemicals or electricity.
Parthogenetically activated oocytes will not complete embryonic development, but can be used
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to study early developmental events. PCR (polymerase chain reaction) – a technique that
amplifies small amounts of DNA across several orders of magnitude, used to detect DNA for
genetic testing
preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD) – testing an early embryo for genetic defects prior to
implantation by removing one or more blastomeres and analyzing the DNA within them
pronucleus – the nucleus of a sperm or egg during the process of fertilization, containing half the
number of normal human chromosomes
proteome – entire set of proteins expressed by a genome, cell, tissue, or organism at a certain
time
qPCR – quantitative polymerase chain reaction – a method based on the polymerase chain
reaction to amplify and simultaneously quantify a targeted DNA molecule
ragged red fibers (RRF) – histopathologic finding associated with mitochondrial dysfunction in
muscle, caused by accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria in the subsarcolemmal region of
the muscle fiber and appear as "Ragged Red Fibers" when muscle is stained with modified
Gömöri trichrome stain
somatic – referring to cells that do not comprise the germline
spindle apparatus – a subcellular structure made of protein that segregates chromosomes
between daughter cells during cell division
transgene – a DNA sequence added by transgenic methods such as homologous recombination to
the genome of an organism
trophectoderm – also trophoblast, the outer layer of the mammalian blastocyst after
differentiation when the outer layer is continuous with the ectoderm of the embryo
ubiquitination – post-translational modification of proteins with a small protein called ubiquitin
that targets the modified protein for degradation wild-type – phenotype or genotype of the typical
form as it occurs in nature
zygote – initial cell formed when two gamete cells are joined by sexual reproduction
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XI.

ABBREVIATIONS

ARMS-qPCR – amplification refractory mutation system – quantitative polymerase chain
reaction
ART – assisted reproductive technology
ATP – adenosine triphosphate
CNS – central nervous system
DNA – deoxyribonucleic acid
FDA – Food and Drug Administration
FIH – first-in-human
ICSI – intracytoplasmic sperm injection
IVF – in vitro fertilization
MERRF – myoclonic epilepsy with ragged red fibers
MII – metaphase II
mtDNA – mitochondrial DNA
OXPHOS – oxidative phosphorylation
PCR – polymerase chain reaction
PGD – preimplantation genetic diagnosis
PNT – pronuclear transfer
qPCR – quantitative polymerase chain reaction
RFLP – restriction fragment length polymorphism
RNA – ribonucleic acid
RRF – ragged red fiber(s)
S/T – spindle transfer
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